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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

OBJECTIVE

This study was initiated to support development of the Phase-III Super-High Frequency
(SHF) SATCOM Terminal Specification by ensuring that it incorporates and specifies all rele-
vant characteristics related to ship motion. The purpose of the specification is to define the real-
istic requirements that ship motion imposes on the SHF SATCOM Terminal under operational
conditions.

RESULTS

The criteria presented in this report provide guidance in developing and tailoring specific
design, functional, and performance requirements for the SHF terminal.
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INTRODUCTION

The Super-High Frequency (SHF) SATCOM Terminal is a shipboard communications sys-
tem required to automatically acquire and track satellites in geosynchronous orbit while subject
to ship motion. The requirements and constraints imposed by ship motion on the design of the
terminal significantly impact several areas of its performance, including its ability to track satel-
lites, correct for Doppler frequency shift, and maintain mechanical stiffness and structural integ-
rity.

This study was initiated during development of the Phase-Ill SHF-Terminal Specification
(reference 1) to ensure that all relevant characteristics related to ship motion are incorporated
and appropriately specified. Its purpose is to define the realistic requirements imposed on the
SHF SATCOM Terminal by ship motion under operational conditions. The requirements dis-
closed in this study provide guidance in developing and tailoring specific design, functional, and
performance requirements for the SHF terminal.

Mathematically complex procedures are usually used to predict translational and rotational
displacements, velocities, and accelerations experienced by an item of shipboard equipment as a
result of ship motion. These are typically handled by a computer program, such as the Standard
Ship-Motion Computer Program (SMP) (reference 2), capable of ship response and seakeeping
analyses. This method of analysis requires detailed information about ship geometry, mass dis-
tribution, and equipment-mounting location. Much of this information is not readily available to
activities not engaged in ship design. When, as in this case, installation is planned for a number
of classes of ships and none of the mounting locations are specified, the workload is com-
pounded. For this situation, a simpler method is needed for generating estimates of the worst-
case motion and loads experienced by the equipment.

Installation of the SHF SATCOM Terminal is proposed for all Navy surface combatants. The
variety of hull designs involved presents a wide spectrum of motion amplitudes and periods that
must be accommodated by the terminal. When equipment is dsigned for installation aboard
several types of ships, the magnitude of each design variable is typically specified to be equal to
or greater than the worst-case value expected among all of the ships and installations being
considered. This method of specifying equipment design parameters is typically used because it
assures that the worst-case conditions expected are within its specified performance envelope,
regardless of the type of ship on which it is mounted. A notable consequence of this method,
however, does exist. Peak values for design variables from two or more different types of ships
may inadvertently be applied simultaneously to computations for deriving performance or func-
tional requirements. This coupling of unrelated variables may result in grossly overestimating
the requirement, placing an unnecessary or unrealistic burden on the design. Take, for example,
coupling the large-amplitude, short-period roll and pitch of a small ship, such as a frigate, with
the dimensions of a large ship, such as an aircraft carrier. The computed load factors can be more
than double those that may be realistically expected aboard any ship in the given sea condition.
This report presents an alternative method of determining representative ship motion; i.e., it
avoids this failing and yields realistic peak values.
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SHIP-MOTION AND PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

The motion experienced by a ship is typically described in terms of six components, each
corresponding to one of the ship's 6 degrees-of-freedom. The conventional parameters used to
describe them are defined in table 1.

Table 1. Ship-motion parameters.

Parameter Definition

Roll Oscillatory motion of a ship about the longitudinal (x) axis.

Pitch Oscillatory motion of a ship about the transverse (y) axis.

Yaw Oscillatory motion of a ship about the vertical (z) axis.

Surge Fore and aft motion of a ship along the longitudinal (x) axis.

Sway Lateral motion of a ship along the transverse (y) axis.

Heave Up and down motion of a ship along the vertical (z) axis.

For estimating purposes, each of the six components of ship motion can be assumed to be
oscillatory, characterized by a peak amplitude and modal period as listed in table 2.

Table 2. Ship-motion characteristics.

Parameter Amplitude Period

Roll Maximum roll amplitude roll period Tr

Pitch Maximum pitch amplitude 0 pitch period Tp
Yaw Maximum yaw amplitude 1t yaw period TV

Surge Maximum surge amplitude 6x surge period Tx
Sway Maximum sway amplitude by sway period Ty

Heave Maximum heave amplitude 6z heave period Tz

Defining the terminal requirements imposed by ship motion first requires identifying measur-
able engineering features of the ship-motion interface that characterize them. These features are
called performance characteristics. Computational methods are then developed for accurately
estimating worst-case performance-characteristic values for each terminal installation. Finally,
procedures are developed for establishing the realistic worst-case values of these performance
characteristics in multiple-ship terminal installations. These values are used to (1) verify that
performance requirements for the terminal are appropriately specified or (2) establish new
requirements.
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The following facets of the SHF Terminal's function and performance are influenL ,d by ship
motion and are primary considerations in developing the design spe,.ification. They are (1) its
mechanical design and structural integrity, (2) its ability to acquire and track satellites, and (3) it-
ability to correct for Doppler frequency shiff Characteristics that describe the ship-motion inter-
face and also serve to quantify performance iequirements in these fu.ictional areas include maxi-
mum rectilinear velocity, acceleration, and jerk, and maximum angular velocity and acceleration.
Table 3 summarizes the parameters that are critical to terminal performance and the performance
characteristics that impose constraints on each of these parameters.

Table 3. Performance characteristics.

Functional Parameters Performance Characteristics

Mechanical design and structural integrity Maximum rectilinear acceleration

Acquiring and tracking satellites Maximum angular velocity
Maximum angular acceleration

Doppler frequency shift correction Maximum rectilinear velocity
Maximum rectilinear acceleration
Maximum rectilinear jerk

The rectilinear performance characteristics result from the three linear-motion components
(surge, sway, and heave) and translation due to the three angular-motion components (roll, pitch,
and yaw) for specific shipboard mounting locations. The rectilinear components of ship motion
increase with distance from the ship's axes of motion. Thus, the net rectilinear effects experi-
enced by a piece of equipment depend upon its location aboard the ship. The relevant location
parameters are shown in table 4.

Table 4. Mounting-location parameters.

Longitudinal distance forward or aft of the cg X

Transverse distance port or starboard of the cg Y

Vertical distance above the cg Z
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DEVELOPMENT OF TERMINAL-PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

APPROACH

A systematic approach is used to develop the terminal's performance requirements. The
performance characteristics are cormputed for (1) each type ship, (2) the range of mounting loca-
tions on each platform, and (3) each sea condition. The value of each performance characteristic
imposing the most stringent design limitations is then extracted from its group. These worst-case
values for each performance characteristic are compiled into a demarcation %et. This set repre-
sents a realistic performance-requirements envelope for all ships and inst:ellation configurations.
The steps to this systematic approach-used to compile, manipulate, and reduce the ship-motion
data-are outlined here and explained later in greater detail. The procedures taken in this
approach are depicted as a flow diagram in figure 1.

1. Ship List. The ship classes on which SHF terminals are to be mounted are identified in the
equipment specification. A manageable number of ships are selected to make up a
representative list.

2. Data Sources. Sources are identified to provide dimensions, stability characteristics,
operational requirements, and mounting location data for each ship on the representative list.

3. Ship Dimensions. The significant dimensions of each class are determined.

4. Stability Characteristics. The stability characteristics of each ship type are obtained.

5. Operational/Survival Sea-State Conditions. For each class of ship and each significant
operating condition, the worst-case sea-state environment is determined.

6. Ship-Motion Characteristics. The dimensional, stability, and operational data are used in
conjunction with DoD standards defining ship motion and attitude to predict worst-case ship-
motion characteristics for each ship installation.

7. Antenna-Mounting Locations. A shipboard-mounting envelope is defined for the terminal
on each class of ship.

8. Computational Methods. Computational methods are developed to determine the
performance characteristics imposed on a terminal, given its mounting location and the ship's
motion characteristics.

9. Performance Characteristics. For each specific operating condition, the worst-case value of
each performance characteristic is determined from the data for all the ships and mounting
arrangements. The set of worst-case values represents the performance-requirements
envelope for that operating condition and is used as guidance in developing the equipment
specification.
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SHIP LIST

The SHF SATCOM Terminal is planned to be installed on all surface combatant ships. In
addition, several amphibious warfare, underway replenishment, material support, and auxiliary
force ships have been targeted for installation. Table 5 lists the ship types comprising the current
list of ca,•didate vessels.

Table 5. Ship types selected for terminal installation.

A,.Ir:rft carriers CVN, CV
Criser's CGN, CG
Destroyers DDG, DD
Frigates FFG, FF
Amphibious warships LCC, LHA, LHD, LPD
Command ships AGF
Combat logistic ships AOE, AOR, AD
SURTASS T-AGOS

This list of ship types represents approximately 330 vessels in 38 classes. Collecting and
processing the data needed for analyzing every ship is felt to be unnecessary, particularly when
one considers the large number of duplications. A representative list that includes ships from
each of the major classes and all appazict outliers should be adequate for this study. The ships
chosen to make up this list are shown in table 6.

Table 6. Representative ships list.

CVN 68 Nimitz
CV 59 Forrestal
CGN 38 Virginia
CGN 36 California
CGN 9 Long Beach
CG 47 Ticonderoga
CG 26 Belknap
DDG 51 Arleigh Burke
DDG 993 Kidd
DD 963 Spruance
FFG 7 Oliver Hazard Perry
FF 1052 Knox
LCC 19 Blue Ridge
LILN 1 Tarawa
LHD 1 Wasp
LPD 1 Raleigh
AGF 11 Coronado
AOE 1 Sacramento
AOR 1 Wichita
AD 41 Yellowstone
T-AGOS 1 Stalwart
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The analysis methods used in this study apply only to conventional, single-hull surface ships.
An analysis of the motion of small-waterplane-area twin-hull (SWATH) ships, that include the
T-AGOS 19 and T-AGOS 23 classes, is beyond the scope of this paper.

DATA SOURCES

For each of the ships on the representative list, the data needed to compute performance-
characteristics values were gathered. The types and sources of this data are listed in table 7.

Ta'ble 7. Data sources.

Ship Dimensions Naval Vessel Register (ref 3)

Stability Characteristics Inclining Experiment Reports
NAVSEA - Stability Division

Operational/Survival Top Level Requirements (ref 4-6)
Sea-State Conditions NAVSEA - Hydrodynamics Perf Div

David Taylor Research Center

Antenna-Mounting Jane's Fighting Ships (ref 7)
Locations NAVSEA - Arrangements Div

SHIP DIMENSIONS

To a certain extent, the general hull shapes of most conventional naval surface ships are
geometrically similar. The main differences between them are their scale and their proportions
between length and beam. Considering this assumption to be valid for estimating purposes, it
may then be argued that a hull si.dpe's dynamic response to a given sea state can be characterized
by two dimensions: its length between perpendiculars (LBP) and its waterline beam (B). Another
significant ship dimension is its draft. It provides a reference indicator of the ship's displacement
and loading condition. These dimensions are available for all surface combatants in the Naval
Vessel Register (reference 3). Dimensional data used in this study may be found in Appendix A.

STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS

In a simplified sense, when inclined, a ship's stability is its tendency to restore itself to the
upright position. The mechanics of how a righting moment is generated is illustrated in figure 2.
When a ship is inclined, its center of buoyancy becomes relocated at the new center of displaced
volume. A righting moment is created by the force of the displacement downward threugh the
center of gravity and an equal force upward through the center of buoyancy. This righting
moment is proportional to the displacement, to the sign of the angle of inclination, and to the
metacentric height (GM). The metacentric height, then, is a useful indicator of a ship's initial
stability. A ship's metacentric height, for a given load condition, may be measured by the inclin-
ing experiment and recomputed for other load conditions.

8
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A ship's roll period is inversely proportional to the square root of the metacentric height and
proportional to the beam and the roll constant. The roll constant is an indicator of a ship's rolling
inertia and is also determined during the inclining experiment. Values for these variables and
other inclining experiment data for naval ships are maintained by NAVSEA, Stability Division.
Stability data used in this study may be found in Appendix A.

OPERATIONAL/SURVIVAL SEA-STATE CONDITIONS

Performance of the SHF terminal in extreme operational or survival conditions must be
satisfactory and consistent with the mission of the ship on which it is installed. Three operating
conditions for surface ships, applicable to specific sea-state ranges, are listed in table 8. Descrip-
tions of ships' performance requirements for each condition, taken from Top Level Require-
ments (TLR) (references 4-6) are also provided. These three conditions appear to suitably
describe the operating conditions and requirements of the SHF terminal and are so adopted
within this report.

Table 8. Operating conditions.

Condition Description

Continuous Continous efficient operation (other than replenishment). Ship
must be capable of maintaining course and speed to suit mission
requirements.

Limited Limited operation and capability of continuing its mission with-
out returning to port for repairs after sea subsides. Ship must be
capable of continuing mission (60% of the time) while maintain-
ing course and speed from the standpoint of ship motion.

Survival Survivability without serious damage to mission-essential equip-
ment.

The range of sea states for which each of these operating conditions applies to a ship is typi-
cally provided in the Top Level Requirements for its class. For many of the older surface com-
batants, however, no TLRs were found to exist. Approved Characteristics or Required Opera-
tional Capabilities (ROC) are the equivalent documents used in the development of many older
ships. However, references to sea-state condition were found to be typically avoided in these
older documents. The reason for this is that more than 20 different scales were in common use
for sea-state conditions. In 1983, however, a standardized scale was adopted by NATO countries
in STANAG No. 4194 (reference 8). (See table 9.) Sea spectra applied to analysis are those
defined by the Brethschneider formulation (reference 9). To fill the void where sea-state numbers
had not been assigned to operating conditions, assistance was requested from the various NAV-
SEA type desks in interpreting Approved Characteristics and ROCs. Guidance was also
requested from the NAVSEA Hydrodynamics Performance Division and from the David Taylor
Research Center. The general consensus from these inquiries was that sea states of 6, 7, and 8
may be assumed to apply respectively to the three stated operating condition descriptions in
increasing order of severity.
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Table 9. NATO sea-state numeral table.

Sea Significant Wave Modal Wave Period
State Height (m) (sec) Most
No. Range Mean Range Probable

0-1 0 - 0.1 0.05 - -

2 0.1 - 0.5 0.3 3.3 - 12.8 7.5

3 0.5 - 1.25 0.88 5.0 - 14.8 7.5

4 1.25- 2.5 1.88 6.1 - 15.2 8.8

5 2.5 - 4 3.25 8.3 - 15.5 9.7

6 4-6 5 9.8 - 16.2 12.4

7 6- 9 7.5 11.8 - 18.5 15.0

8 9- 14 11.5 14.2 - 18.6 16.4

>8 >14 >14 15.7 - 23.7 20.0

SHIP-MOTION CHARACTERISTICS

The implement used to quantify each ship's motion characteristics is DoD-STD-1399, Sec-
tion 301A: Interface Standard for Shipboard Systems-Ship Motion and Attitude (reference 10).
This document was developed to simplify estimating ship-motion loading factors on shipboard
foundations. It provides (1) tables that list peak amplitudes and modal periods for roll and pitch
motion and (2) peak values for surge and heave acceleration. Yaw and sway are disregarded
since the forces they generate normally have a lesser magnitude. The ship's dimensions and
stability characteristics and the operational sea-state information previously discussed comprise
the information needed to use the tables. Table 10 summarizes the input data required by the
tables and the information provided by them. These tables are reproduced as look-up tables in
Appendix A; the values they provide are based on empirical data.

Table 10. Ship-motion tables-input/output data.

Input Data Output Data

Sea state SS Max roll angle
Length btwn perpendiculars LBP Roll period Tr
Waterline beam B Max pitch angle 0
Metacentric height GM Pitch period Tp
Roll constant C Heave acceleration h

Surge acceleration s
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ANTENNA-MOUNTING LOCATIONS

The motions experienced by items of shipboard equipment, and the resulting forces acting on
them, vary, depending upon their location on the ship. These dynamic effects increase with
distance from the ship's motion axes. The location of a piece of equipment is therefore critical to
computing its performance parameters. For this study, the motion axes of each ship are assumed
to pass through its center of gravity.

The mounting location of the SHF terminal aboard any specific ship has not yet been desig-
nated. Any location where mounting is possible, even on towers yet to be constructed, must be
considered for installating the terminal. This is because of a possible requirement for a dual
antenna with hand-over capability and the need to avoid blanketing the antenna with the super-
structure. Until specific mounting locations are designated, an envelope must be estimated in
which the terminal is sure to be mounted. In this study, the configuration of the mounting enve-
lope is assumed to be the equivalent of a rectangular box with dimensions equal to the overall
length of the ship, the maximum beam, and the height of the highest mast platform. A typical
mounting envelope is illustrated in figure 3. Attempts made to reduce the size of this envelope or
to change its shape yielded reductions in the magnitudes of performance requirements of less
than 35 percent. In general, this reduction is not felt to be sufficient to warrant the additional
effort required. This method of approximating the mounting envelope most assuredly encircles
all possible mounting locations, simplifies comparisons between installations on different ship
classes, and provides conservative, but realistic, worst-case estimates. Upon reviewing the per-
formance characteristics for the 21 ships evaluated, one or two outlier ships were found to be
unnecessarily expanding the requirements envelope for the Fleet. For these isolated cases, we
determined it reasonable to substitute a more realistic approach to defining the mounting enve-
lope and, if necessary, to place limits on the system's mounting location on these ships. Deci-
sions of this type were limited to the two worst-case ships for any single operating condition.
Details regarding the vessels targeted and the methodologies used are not included in this report.
Geometrical dimensions used to estimate mounting envelope sizes are obtained from NAVSEA,
Ship Arrangements Division, and from Jane's Fighting Ships (reference 7). Mounting envelope
dimensions used in this study are listed in Appendix A.

12
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COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

Equations were developed to characterize, with reasonable accuracy, the expected dynamic
environment of a point on a ship in moderate seas, but without using seakeeping analysis tech-
niques or ship modeling methods. The approach taken parallels one suggested by Sandberg
(reference 11), who proposes a simple method for accurately estimating the dynamic forces at a
point on a ship in a rough sea. He derived the equations of motion by applying Newton's second
law at the point and further simplified them with well thought out approximations and assump-
tions. His approach offers a simple, yet arguably accurate method for obtaining conservative
acceleration and force estimates. The equations developed for this study merely expand on Sand-
berg's approach to include not only acceleration and force, but also displacements, velocities,
and jerks.

In addition to providing tables of ship-motion characteristics values, DoD-STD-1399, Sec-
tion 301A (reference 6), also provides loading-factor equations for estimating the forces experi-
enced by shipboard foundations due to ship motion. These equations use only the tabulated data
and the foundation-location data to arrive at the loading-factor values. The equations used in
DoD-STD-1399, Section 301A, are consistent with those developed by Sandberg. However,
Section 301A goes a step further in solving the equations by supplying values for the input
variables, listed in tables as functions of the ship dimensions and the operating condition. As in
Sandberg's method, Section 301A falls short of detailing methods for estimating other ship-
motion effects.

The equations used in this study are developed following the approach used by Sandberg, but
expanded to describe peak values for the performance characteristics. Their development seeks
to describe the peak angular and rectilinear-motion amplitudes, velocities, accelerations, and
jerks experienced at a point on a ship. These descriptions are expressed in terms of the peak
amplitudes and modal periods of pitch, roll, surge, and heave, and the location of the point.
Loading-factor equations are also developed to assure that these equations are consistent with
those of Section 301A. Having achieved conformity, the next obvious, but presumptive step, is to
apply the numerical values for ship-motion characteristics provided in Section 301A to the per-
formance-characteristic equations. The result is a reasonably accurate, but conservative estimate
of the terminal's performance characteristics. Development of these equations is described in
Appendix B.

A systematic approach for estimating ship motion and deriving performance characteristics
has been proposed. Data sources have been identified and the required computational methods
have been developed. The key to making this approach work is to simplify storing and manipu-
lating data. By the nature of this task, a worksheet, or "spreadsheet," appears to be the ideal
platform on which to build the model. Worksheets provide the tools needed for data entry, stor-
age, manipulation, calculation, analysis, and reporting. They also typically include many features
designed to allow easy expansion, editing, the use of look-up tables, projections, decision-
making, graphical presentation, and transfer of data to other programs.

The worksheet used in this effort is Microsoft Excel (reference 12). A sample printout is
included as Appendix A. The worksheet is set up to show only one sea state or one operating
condition at a time. This example shows a worksheet for the sea-state 6 condition. The first page
(A-3) of the worksheet accommodates data entry. Each ship's dimensions, stability characteris-
tics, mounting-envelope dimensions, and sea-state conditions are input. The ship-motion charac-
teristics, listed on page A-4, are determined from the input data and look-up tables. The next
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three pages list the angular velocities and accelerations computed for each ship, followed by
linear velocities, accelerations, jerks, loading factors, and velocities, with top ships speed worked
in. The worst-case performance-characteristics values are summarized on page A-8, and the
look-up tables of ship-motion characteristics are shown on page A-9.

The significance of the performance-characteristics values is difficult to absorb from a table
of values alone. A graphic depiction of these values provides a more palatable means of under-
standing the relationship between these numbers. The method of presentation used in this study
is a plot of the performance-characteristics values on a graph comparing peak velocity against
period. This representation of performance characteristics for the CG-47 in sea-state 6 is shown
in figure 4. Angular and rectilinear components of motion are presented separately for clarity. On
such a graph, constant velocity is represented as a horizontal line; constant acceleration is a line
of constant slope; constant jerk is a parabolic curve; and constant displacement is inversely
proportional to the period. The plot of performance characteristics as constants establishes the
boundaries to a zone, called the motion envelope, within which all ship motion takes place. This
type of plot, called conformal mapping, provides a graphic representation of the range and types
of motion expected. Figure 5 shows the motion envelopes for the same ship in sea-state 6, 7, and
8 conditions.

By superimposing the motion envelopes for antennas mounted on each of the ships on the
representative list in a specific sea state or operating condition, the overall motion requirements
for the antenna in that condition are developed. Figure 6 shows the superimposed angular-motion
and rectilinear-motion envelopes of all the ships in the condition of continuous efficient opera-
tion. Figure 7 shows the motion envelopes for the terminal, developed in this way, for the contin-
uous, limited, and survival conditions.

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

The worst-case performance characteristics determined in this study are summarized in table
11. These represent the most severe requirements imposed on the terminal by the ship-motion
interface. Values are listed for the three significant operating conditions. These performance
characteristics impose additional constraints on various facets of the terminal's design, inwluding
its structural integrity, its ability to acquire and track satellites, and its ability to correct for Dop-
pler frequency shift.

Table 11. Maximum performance-characteristics values.

Continuous
Performance Efficient Limited Survival

Characteristics Operation Operation Condition

Max angular velocity 12.0 deg/sec 23.0 deg/sec 26.6 deg/sec
Max angular acceleration 7.8 deg/sec2  13.7 deg/sec 2  17.3 deg/sec 2

Max rectilinear velocity 40.8 ft/sec 57.8 ft/sec 90.5 ft/sec
Max rectilinear acceleration 33.2 ft/sec 2  55.5 ft/sec 2  89.3 ft/sec 2

Max rectilinear jerk 35.6 ft/sec 3  64.8 ft/sec 3  120.0 ft/sec 3

15
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

APPLICATION

Specific motion-related design requirements may be developeJ using as guidance the values
in table 11 for the performance characteristics and their components as described in Appendix A.
Loading factors, used in computating structural loads, are determined following DoD-STD-1399,
Section 301A (reference 10), from the directional components of the rectilinear acceleration with
gravity components added. Loading-factor values are listed in table 12.

Tracking capability required of the antenna-pointing system must allow for angular velocity
and angular acceleration of the equipment platform. Tracking requirements are determined di-
rectly from the angular-motion performance characteristics and their directional components.
Their values are listed in table 13.

Table 12. Loading-factor values.

Continuous
Loading Factors Efficient Limited Survival

Operation Operation Condition

Longitudinal LF Ax 14.4 ft/sec 2  30.5 ft/sec 2  33.2 ft/sec2

Transverse LF Ay 34.3 ft/sec 2  62.0 ft/sec 2  66.0 ft/sec 2

Vertical LF Az 57.1 ft/sec 3  83.2 ft/sec2  87.1 ft/seL.-

Table 13. Satellite-tracking requirements.

Continuous
Tracking Motion Efficient Limited

Operation Operation

Maximum Roll Velocity 11.5 deg/sec 2 1.8 deg sec
Maximum Pitch Velocity 3.1 deg/sec 7.3 deg,sec
Maximum Yaw Velocity 1.6 deg/sec 3.7 dcg'sec
Combined Angular Velocity 12.0 deg/sec 23.0 deg sec
Maximum Roll Acceleration 7.0 deg/sec2 11.3 deg sec 2

Maximum Pitch Acceleration 4.9 deg/sec 2  7.7 degsec2

Maximum Yaw Acceleration 2.5 deg/sec2  3.8 degsec 2

Combined Angular Acceleration 7.8 deg/sec 2  13.7 deg sec 2
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Doppler frequency shift and its u:,'* , o;, i;', are directly proportional to the rectilinear velocity

and its derivatives. The signal-pi..,,'.:ing requirements of the terminal may be computed directly
from the performance-char:talI-1 lstic values The tracking requirements. based on a carrier fre-
quency of 8 GHz, are listed in :.',le 14.

Table 14. Signal-processing requirements.

Continuous i
Tracking, Motion Efficient Limited

Operation Operation

Doppler Shift 331 Hz 454 Hiz
Doppi.er Shift Rate 270 Hz/sec 451 Hz,'sec
Doppier Shift Rate Change 290 Hz/sec& 527 Hz,/sec2
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GLOSSARY

Amplitude. The amplitude of an oscillatory record is the difference between the mean value
and individual peak (or trough).

Beam. The beam (B) is the breadth of a ship's hull.

Center of buoyancy. The center of buoyancy (b) is the geometric center of the immersed
volume of a ship's hull. The sum of all buoyancy forces acting on the hull is equal in magnitude
to the ship's displacement but acts vertically with a line of action passing through the center of
buoyancy.

Center of gravity. The center of gravity (G) is the locus of all gravitational forces of the
entire ship. It is the point about which the moment of all weights in the ship is equal to zero.

Displacement. The displacement (W) of a ship is the weight of the seawater it displaces when
floating freely. Archimede's Principle holds that the displacement is equal to the weight of the
ship and its cargo.

Draft. The draft (D) is the vertical height of the waterline above the baseline. It is measured
using draft scales located near the forward and aft perpendiculars. Draft measurements indicate
the displacement and loading condition of the ship.

Heave. Heave is the up and down motion of a ship along the vertical (Z) axis.

Length between perpendiculars. The length between perpendiculars (LBP) is the distance on
a ship from the forward perpendicular to its aft perpendicular; the length of its hull at the water-
line.

Loading factor. The loading factor is a calculated number given in terms of gravitational and
dynamic acceleration which, when multiplied by the mass of a structure and divided by the
gravitational constant (32.2 ft/sec 2), determines the design load as a result of ship motion and
gravity.

Metacenter. The metacenter (M) is the point of intersection of two successive lines of action
of the buoyancy force as a ship is inclined through a small angle.

Metacentric height. The metacentric height is the distance GM between the center of gravity
and the metacenter of a ship. It is a measure of how much a ship's center of buoyancy moves
when it is heeled and a measure of its initial stability or "stiffness."

Modal wave period. In a sea spectra, the modal wave period is the period of maximum wave
energy and defines the peak location of the spectrum.

Performance characteristics. Performance characteristics are measurable features of the ship-

motion interface that describe the shipboard environment.

Pitch. Pitch is the oscillatory motion of a ship about the transverse (Y) axis.

Roll. Roll is the oscillatory motion of a ship about the longitudinal (X) axis.

Roll constant. The roll constant (C) is an indication of a ship's rolling inertia, based on exper-
imental results, used to predict its roll period under various load conditions. Values range from
0.38-4).50 sec-fr 11 2.
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Sea State. Sea state (SS) is a term describing roughness of the sea condition. Sea conditions
include wave height, period, and energy distribution. Sea states are determined according to
STANAG 4154 and STANAG 4194.

Ship-motion characteristics. Ship-motion characteristics are measurable features, such as
peak amplitude and modal period, that describe the dynamic motion due to roll, pitch, yaw,
surge, sway, and heave.

Significant wave height. If all the wave heights of a wave record are measured, the signifi-
cant wave height is the mean value of the highest one-third of them.

Stability. Stability is a term indicating the tendency of a ship, when inclined, to restore itself
to the upright position.

Surge. Surge is the fore and aft motion of a ship along the longitudinal (X) axis.

Sway. Sway is the lateral motion of a ship along the transverse (Y) axis.

Yaw. Yaw is the oscillatory motion of a ship about the vertical (Z) axis.
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APPENDIX A

DATABASE WORKSHEET
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APPENDIX B

SHIP-MOTION PERFORMANCE-CHARACTERISTICS

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
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INTRODUCTION

NOMENCLATURE

S= Maximum roll angle (radians)

0 = Maximum pitch angle (radians)

S= M axim um yaw angle (radians)

bx = Maximum surge amplitude (feet)

by = Maximum sway amplitude (feet)

8, = Maximum heave amplitude (feet)

T, = Modal roll period (seconds)

Tp = Modal pitch period (seconds)

•V = Modal yaw period (seconds)

Tx = Modal surge period (seconds)

Ty = Modal sway period (seconds)

T, = Modal heave period (seconds)

s = Peak surge acceleration (ft/sec 2)

h = Peak heave acceleration (ft/sec2)

x = Distance forward of ship's mean cg location
in inertial reference system (ft)

y = Distance port of ship's mean cg location
in inertial reference system (ft)

z = Distance above ship's mean cg location
in inertial reference system (ft)

X = Longitudinal distance forward of ship's cg
in ship's reference system (ft)

Y = Transverse distance port of ship's cg
in ship's reference system (ft)

Z = Vertical distance above ship's cg (ft)
in ship's reference system (ft)

Q = Maximum angular displacement (radians)

w = Maximum angular velocity (rad/sec)

a = Maximum angular acceleration (rad/sec 2)

d = Maximum rectilinear displacement (ft)

v = Maximum rectilinear velocity (ft/sec)

a = Maximum rectilinear acceleration (ft/sec 2)

j = Maximum rectilinear jerk (ft/sec3)

t = time (seconds)
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Subscripts and diacritical notation

r = roll

p = pitch

P = Point P stationary in ship's reference system

Q = Point Q stationary in inertial reference system

This analysis deals largely with estimating and manipulating peak values of motion variables.
Consequently, representing maximum values and constants in the shortest possible (i.e., single cha--
acter) format is convenient. Where needed to represent these parameters as variables, they will be
displayed in function format, that is, with parentheses. An exception to this is the variable time,
which is represented by lowercase t. For example,

0 = maximum pitch amplitude; 0(t) = pitch angle (variable)

ix = max surge acceleration; &,' (t) = surge acceleration (var)

T, = roll period (constant); t - time (variable)
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REFERENCE SYSTEMS

Two Cartesian coordinate systems are used to develop the equations describing a ship's motion
in rough seas. The first system, denoted by axes x, y, and z, is a nonaccelerating inertial reference
system, needed for resolving dynamic forces by applying Newton's second law. Its origin is
assumed to be located at the mean position of the ship's center of gravity (cg) and to move at a
constant velocity equal to-and in the same direction as-the ship's mean forward speed. Its
orientation is such that the x-axis is aligned with the ship's mean forward direction and the z-axis
is vertical (perpendicular to the sea surface). Accelerations of the system due to changes in speed
and heading-or to curvature and rotation of the earth-are small when compared with those of the
ship in rough seas; therefore, they are considered negligible.

The second coordinate system, denoted by axes X, Y, and Z, is affixed to the ship and follows
the ship's irregular motion about the first system. Its origin is located at the ship's center of gravity,
and the X, Y, and Z axes are aligned in the forward, port, and vertical (perpendicular to the deck)
directions, respectively. This reference system is used to define shipboard locations and to simplify
mathematical expression of ship motion.

Figure B-1 depicts the two reference systems. The ship's reference system translates and rotates
with respect to the inertial system due to the irregular motion of the seas. This relative motion may
be partitioned into mutually exclusive components that conform with the six possible degrees-of-
freedom. These six components correspond with the six conventional components of ship motion:
surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch, and yaw.

The directions of the six components of ship motion are conventionally assumed to align with
the axes of the ship's reference system. To simplify computation, assume that surge, sway, and heave
motions are in the directions of the x, y, and z axes of the inertial reference system. This assumption
greatly reduces the amount of computation and bookkeeping required, and is sound, because the
methods used in this analysis enable complete separation of translational and rotational motion. The
final results are the same, if, when the translational components are added into the overall equations
of motion, the coupling angles are set at zero.

EQUATIONS OF MOTION

For estimating purposes, the six components of ship motion may be assumed to be oscillatory
(sinusoidal). Since only realistic worst-case values are of interest, each of these may be character-
ized by a peak amplitude and a modal period. A maximum -displacement situation occurs when the
six components of motion peak simultaneously. By assuming this event occurs at time, t = 0, the
phase angles may be eliminated and the component equations are simplified:

surge, bx(t) -6 b cos-Tt roll, 0(t) =0 cosT-y-t

sway, b(t)= by cosT-t pitch, 0(t) = 0 cos- 1 t

heave, bz(t) = b, cosy;rt yaw, p(t) = p cos -7 t
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Figure B-1. Inertial and ship's reference systems.
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where,

x maximum surge amplitude Tx = modal surge period

by = maximum sway amplitude Ty = modal sway period

= maximum heave amplitude T, = modal heave period

= maximum roll amplitude Tr = modal roll period

0 = maximum pitch amplitude Tp = modal pitch period

S= maximum yaw amplitude TP = modal yaw period

These equations may be further simplified by adopting several approximations suggested in
DoD-STD-1399, Section 301A (reference 10). These approximations are based on observations of
empirical data for monohull naval ships. Most notably, yaw and sway motions are small when
compared to the other components of ship motion and may therefore be neglected in the develop-
ment of ship-motion equations. Also noted is that the peak amplitudes and modal periods for the
heave and surge components are not very distinct. Heave and surge are best characterized in terms
of their peak acceleration values. Heave and surge motions are somewhat coupled to pitch motion
and, for all practical purposes, their periods may be assumed to be equal to the modal pitch period.
These approximations are expressed mathematically in the following equations:

by = V = 0 (negligible)

(Ty and T.1 disregarded)

T- = Tz = Tp

The second derivatives (with respect to time) of the equations for surge and heave provide
expressions for surge and heave acceleration. These may be used to provide expressions for the peak
surge and heave amplitudes in terms of their respective peak acceleration values:

6X = Tp---- s
4r2

4;r26- Tp" h

where,

s peak surge acceleration

h peak heave acceleration
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By incorporating these approximations into the six component equations, they may be rewritten:

2surge, t 4 cosTat roll, 0(t) = C 2OSTrt

sway, by(t) = 0 pitch, (9(t) = 0cosT7pt

heave, bz(t) = p h cosTit yaw, t(t) = 0

ANGULAR-MOTION EQUATIONS

The angular motion of the ship with respect to the inertial reference system is independent of
location. Estimates of the peak angular velocities and peak angular accelerations due to roll and
pitch may be developed by differentiating their respective periodic equations:

Roll velocity, Maximum roll velocity,

•(t =23r *2.3tr= zq
E T- sin It Tr

Pitch velocity, Maximum pitch velocity,

b(t) - T0 sin-;p t . = Ta

Roll acceleration, Maximum roll acceleration,

(t) = - 4ww, 0 sin 2.tTr2• -r t b=Tr2

Pitch acceleration, Maximum pitch acceleration,

•J(t) =-4,71---• 0 sin 2E •-t 0j = 47rt2 0
T r, 2 t, Tp 2

TRANSFORMATION EQUATIONS

Before equations can be developed to describe the relationship betw'een the two reference sys-
tems, the angular components of ship motion must first be defined in terms of the sequence in which
they are carried out. A change in this order alters their relative amplitudes, and an inconsistency in
applying this sequence results in accumulation of error. The mathematical explanation for this lies
in the noncommutative nature of matrix multiplication. The order used throughout this study is yaw-
pitch-roll.
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The relationship between the three angular components is depicted in figure B-2. The vessel
shown is assumed to be positioned so that all six components of motion are at maximum amplitude.
The three views shown are projected so each displays one of the angular components in its true per-
spective. An arbitrary point on the vessel, P, is shown in each of the three views. Its coordinates
in the inertial reference system and the ship's reference system are shown. The relationship between
the inertial reference system and the ship's reference system may be discerned from the graphic pro-
jections in figure B-2:

Y :05 0 - Z sin 0

*AN~ ~~A FWDI~ O1(TE

W' .:P S .\mZc os sieG"Y

Y sn 0'snO / ,

Ye sin

X Cos~

Z)-H N"~ IF: L LA

77. L ',IL
Zý7 T P

ýz , X

ELEVAT!rN VIEW
IN PLANE: n: Z SHiP

Figure B-2. True projection of angular components of motion.
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x = 8x+XcosOcosii-Ysin4 sin0cosp.-Ycos4 sinRt

- ZcosO sin0cosp.+Zsin4 sinix

y = by+Xcos0sin L-Ysin 4 sin Osin t+Ycos 0 cosix

- Zcos 4 sin 0ssinI.+Zsin 0 cos tL

z = bz+Xsin0+YsinO cos6+ZcosO cosO

These three equations describe the vector location of the point, P, in the inertial reference system.
By putting these equations in a convenient matrix format and applying matrix-inversion techniques,
the inverse equations are developed. That is,

[x - f] = [A] [X]

[X] = [A-'] [x - 6]

The new set of equations describes the displacement of the outside world relative to the ship at
point P due to ship motion. This perspective is used, for example, to develop expressions for the
motion of stationary satellites relative to a shipboard antenna. Note that the constant forward speed
of the ship is not considered in these equations, since the inertial reference system is assumed to track
the mean position of the ship's cg. The transposed equations are

X = (x - 6") (cos0cos i) + (y - by) (cos0sin g) + (z - 8z) (sin0)

Y = (x-bx) (-sin sin0cosIt-cos sinIt)
+ (y - by)(- sin 4 sin 0 sin V + cos 4 cos g) + (z - bz) (sin 4 cos 0)

Z = (x-b.)(-cos sin0cos g + sin sin t)

+ (y - by) (-cos 4 sin 0 sin V - sin 4)cos It) + (z - 8z) (cos 4 cos 0)

These two sets of transformation equations reflect the static relationship between the two refer-
ence systems at a given instant (t = 0). Motion is not considered in their development. Expressions
for the velocity and acceleration of a point in one system, relative to the other, may be determined
by taking time derivatives of its position vector. First, however, all time variables, including the six
component amplitudes, must be expressed as variables. Adopting the assumptions and approxima-
tions regarding component motion, the two sets of transform equations may be written in general
form.

x(t) - bx(t) = X(t) cos O(t) - Y(t) sin 0)(t) sin 0(t) - Z(t) cos 0(t) sin 6(t)

y(t) - by(t) = Y(t) cos 0(t) + Z(t) sin 0(t)

z(t) - 6,(t) = X(t) sin 6(t) + Y(t) sin 0)(t) cos 0(t) + Z(t) cos 0(t) cos 6(t)

X(t) = [x(t) - bx(t)] cos 6(t) + [z(t) - bz(t)] sin 6(t)

Y(t) = [x(t) - bx(t)] [- sin 0(t) sin 0(t)] + y(t) cos 0(t) + [z(t) - 6,(t)] [sin 0(t) cos 0(t)]

Z(t) = [x(t) - 8x(t)] [- cos 0(t) sin 0(t)] - y(t) sin 0(t) + [z(t) - bz(t)] [cos 0(t) cos 0(t)]
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PERFORMANCE PERSPECTIVE

The velocities, accelerations, and other motion attributes that comprise the performance charac-
teristics are defined from the perspective of a piece of equipment affixed to the ship. From the point
of view of this equipment, the locations of all points in space are perceived in the ship's coordinate
system. The three transformation equations defining X(t), Y(t), and Z(t) describe the location of
such a point in terms of its coordinates in the inertial reference system. The velocity of this point,
from the equipment's perspective, may be found by taking the derivative, with respect to time, of
the three equations, assuming that its motion in the inertial reference system can be described. Like-
wise, the acceleration and jerk of this point are described by taking the second and third derivatives,
respectively. To illustrate this, the X-component of the position, velocity, and acceleration equations
for a point Q are developed here.

Xo(t) = [xo(t) - 6x (t)] cos 0(t) + [zo(t) - 6 (t)] sin 0(t)

XQ(t) = [xQ(t) - 6•0(t)] cos 0(t) - [xQ(t) - 6xo(t)] 0 sin 0(t)

+ [zo(t) - 6'ZQ (t)] sin 0(t) + [zQ(t) - 6ZO (t)] 0 cos 0(t)

IXQ(t) = [XQ(t) - S.x (t)] cos 0(t) - 2 [xQ(t) - 6x0(t)] 0 sin 0(t)

- [xo(t) - 6 X (t)] 0"sin 0(t) - [xQ(t) -6x, (t)] 0 2 cos 0(t)

"+ [zo(t) - 6z (t)] sin 0(t) + 2[zo(t) - 6zo (t)] 0 cos 0(t)

"+ [zQ(t) - 6ZQ(t)] 6 cos 0(t) - [zo(t) - 6z0(t)] 6 2 sin 0(t)

If the equipment is located at a point, P, affixed to the ship, its location in the ship's reference
system may be given by the coordinates (Xp, Yp, Zp), where Xp, Yp and Zp are constants. At any
moment in time, the equipment's perspective of the inertial system's relative motion is fully repre-
sented by the point in inertial space that happens to coincide with point P at that instant. This per-
spective provides the desired vantage point for defining performance characteristics. Point Q is here
defined as that point fixed in inertial space that at any instant occupies the same location as the
observation point on the ship, P. In the inertial system, its location may be described by the equa-
tions,

[xQ(t) - 6xo (t)] = xp(t) - 6xP(t) = Xp cos 0(t) - Yp sin 0(t) sin 0(t) - Zp cos ,P(t) sin 0(t)

[y0 (t)] = yp(t) = Yp cos 0P(t) + Zp sin P(t)

[zo(t) - 6zo (t)] = zp(t) - 6 zp(t) = Xp sin 0 (t) + Yp sin 0P(t) cos 0(t) + Zpcos ,0(t) cos 0(t)

Since point Q is fixed in inertial space, it has no velocity or acceleration in the inertial reference
frame.
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x0 (t) - y'(t) - zQ(t) = x0 (t) = ,'(t) - iQ(t) = 0

[x't)-6(t)]= S s s T [xQ(t) - 6"Q2(t)] = s sin 2" t

Tp 2 t
[ztQ(t) t)] = 6 L h sin Tp [iQ(t) - 6zo(t)] = h sin -t

P Tp

These equations accommodate substitution of the bracketed terms in the equations for position,
velocity, and acceleration at point Q. Time variables are set for maximum amplitude. Note that the
substitution of heave and surge terms into the equations is made at zero roll and pitch angles.

Xo(t) Xp
X Q(t) L T s + +b Zp0 cos (t)

b2
XQ(t) s- 0 X,+ 0 Yp sine (t) + 0 ZP cos (t)

No deflection is computed for point Q since it is continuously redefined at the same point. The
deflection of the points having occupied this position has no significance to the performance charac-
teristics being considered. Later, however, knowing their relative amplitudes might be desirable.
The excursion, or relative deflection, at this point, is computed by first determining the travel of the
point in the inertial reference system. For point Q,

T2

[X Q- I = ý-42 s + Yp sin , sin 0 + Zp cos 0sin 0

AyQ = Zp sin q5

2

A[zo -6z]= TL2h + Xpsin 0 + Ypsin 0cos0

Using the transformation equations,

2

AXQ = -T s +Xp sin2 0 + 2Ypsin 0 sin0cos0 + Zpcos q sin 0 cos 04;r2

The maximum value of each of the components is determined using trial and error methods,
since the range of roll and pitch angles is limited. Signs are adjusted to generate the maximum value
of each expression. The same approach is used to develop the equations for the transverse and verti-
cal components of motion. The combined deflections, velocities, accelerations, and jerks are esti-
mated by computing the square root of the sum of the squares of the directional components. To
further simplify mathematical expression of the performance characteristics, small angles are
assumed,
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sin0 =-0 cosO =1

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

The equations developed for the peak value components of ship motion are listed here. These
equations comprise the performance characteristics used in this study.

ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT COMPONENTS

Maximum roll angle (radians)

0

Maximum pitch angle (radians)

0

Maximum combined angular displacement (radians)

=v02 + 02

ANGULAR VELOCITY COMPONENTS

Maximum roll angular velocity (rad/sec)

Tr

Maximum pitch angular velocity (rad/sec)

027r
OTp 0

Maximum combined angular velocity (rad/sec)

Wa = V q2 + 6ý2

ANGULAR ACCELERATION COMPONENTS

Maximum roll angular acceleration (rad/sec2)

Tr2

Maximum pitch angular acceleration (rad/sec2)
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4;r4 2 0
Tp2

Maximum combined angular acceleration (rad/sec 2)

a=

RELATIVE DISPLACEMENT COMPONENTS

Maximum relative longitudinal displacement (excursion)(ft)
T2

AX P s + 0 2 Xp+2 0q5Yp + Zp

Maximum relative transverse displacement (excursion) (ft)

AYQ = 0 OXXp + q 2Yp + OZp

Maximum relative vertical displacement (excursion) (ft)

432
AZ =Z2-h + 09 Xp + oYp + (02 + 02)gv

Maximum combined rectilinear relative displacement (excursion) (ft)

Ad 0 = /AX2 + AY2 + AZ2

RECTILINEAR VELOCITY COMPONENTS

Maximum longitudinal velocity (ft/sec)

Tp =2P +ý0 OY P + 2-n 0ZPQo 2-7 + Tp

Maximum transverse velocity (ft/sec)

Q 0 XP + 2 0Zp

Maximum vertical velocity (ft/sec)

ZQ= h + 2 1 OXp + 2 oYp

Maximum rectilinear velocity (ft/sec)
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vQo- 2 + k2 +z 2
VQ Q Q Q

RECTILINEAR ACCELERATION COMPONENTS

Maximum longitudinal acceleration (ft/sec 2)

T-2X 2T832 T, 2
Tp2 Tp2p Tp2

Maximum transverse acceleration (ft/sec2)

Y 1 4.7r2 0 Xp + 4 Yr2 2yp + 47r 2" z4r 2 p2 + Yp+Zp)

p2 Tr-

Maximum transverse acceleration (ft/sec 2)

Z 0 =h+4•-- Xp +42Y0 + 4!2Zp
r2  + 2Tp 2 

T 2 (y + Zp)

Maximum transverse acceleration (ft/sec 2)

aQ-= ý/2 + Y• + Zt

RECTILINEAR JERK COMPONENTS

Maximum longitudinal jerk (ft/sec3)

XQ = r 3 +TP 3 0 2 Xp + Z2Tr 0 (Yp + qZp) + 24Tpr2, 0 Yp(1 + ¢2)

+ 8$T20 (OYp + Zp)(1 + 02)Tp 3

Maximum transverse jerk (ft/sec3)

0 Xa(1 + 02) + 2 4 3¢y + 8112 ,Z (1 +¢2 +Q 2TP 3 Tr3 p Tr 3 v

+T24;32 [ (yp - OZp) + + Zp)]
Tp2 Tr Tp
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Maximum vertical jerk (ft/sec3)

2,7 h -1 6XP(1 +02) ýjl-,yp(1 + 02) + 24-r3 0 (y p

+ +4ro2, Zp) + 24n3 ,92 ( -Z)

T, Tp2T, r p op

Maximum rectilinear jerk (ft/sec3)
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